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Timely Tricks for Car Owners 

This rubber brush is
Novel Switch Controls particularly effective 

on muddy surfaces


Car's Driving Lights 
DRIVERS frequenting unlighted roads 

at night can hook up a spotlight or an 
emergency fog light so that it will go 
on automatically in case anything hap
pens to blowout the headlight fuse. As 
shown in the diagram, the circuit em
ploys a horn relay in such a way that 
the wiring for emergency use does not 
interfere with the normal operation of 
the spotlight or fog light.-G. R. B. 

To MAKE an effective car-washing 
brush, drill a few small holes in a 

short length of pipe. Then cut a num
ber of disks from an old inner tube 
and slip them over the pipe, as shown. 
A pipe cap and a nut will hold them 

How relay is wired ta operate the safety light in place. When the brush is attached 

Hand Pump Tests Automatic-Spark Adjustment 
To PROVIDE suction 

for checking the ad
justment of an auto
matic, vacuum-operated 
spark advance on the 
distributor of a car, an 
ordinary tire pump can 
be used. Remove the 
ball check valve from 
the base of the pump 
and reverse the posi
tion of the leather 
washer. Then when the 
handle is drawn up
ward, air will be sucked 
into the pump hose, 

In use, the pump is connected to the vacuum line on the distributor creating a vacuum. 

Spreader With light Aids Tire Inspection 
EXAMINING the in

side of a punctured 
tire is made easier by 
the illuminated spread
er shown. Two metal 
triangles are joined at 
each corner by metal 
tubes covered with 
wooden spools that are 
free to revolve. A 
miniature electric-bulb 
base is mounted in 
the center of one tri 
angle, while the cen
ter of the opposite 
triangle is cut away. 
Wired to an electric Odds and ends make up the illu
outlet, the spreader is minated tire-inspection spreader
used as indicated. illustrated in use at the right 
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to a hose, water seeps through the 
pipe perforations of the attachment, 
washing away dirt loosened by the rub
ber disks.-A. H. W. 

The gauge can be at 
tached to the thermostat 

Extra Gauge on Motor 
Shows Radiator level 
A GLASS gauge connected to the ther

mostat on my car makes it easy to de
termine the water level in the radiator. 
Tapping out the boss on the thermostat 
casing, I inserted the sight glass and 
fitted it with a quarter-inch petcock, 
which is kept closed, of course, while 
the motor is running. When the pet
cock is opened, the glass tube shows 
the water level in the radiator.-E. W. C. 

Clutch Operates Horn 
CONNECTED to a 

horn terminal, an in
sulated bolt placed in 'j

TO Y 
a car floorboard con- HORN~./ /' ~/'-' FLOOR 
tacts the grounded / BOARD 

clutch pedal when the / / ~~ 
latter is fully de- / / ~ 
pressed in an emer-( ~ ~ 
gency stop, complet- \,~, .... , ,', 
ing the circuit. ' .... , 
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